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trace. The solution is closely related to the unique line-sum-symmetric diagonal 
similarity of A in the irreducible case, and we describe the solution for general 
essentially nonnegative A. The minimizer D is always unique, and we character- 
ize those matrices A for which the minimizer D is 0. We solve the problem for 
several classes of matrices by finding the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity 
as an explicit function of the entries of A in some cases, and in terms of the zeros 
of polynomials with coefficients constructed from the entries of A in others. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A real matrix A = [aij] is essentially nonnegative provided aij 2 0 for 
all i # j. Such an A can be written in the form C+aI for some nonnegative 
matrix C and some scalar a, and so A has a real eigenvalue which is greater 
than the real part of any other (distinct) eigenvalue. This eigenvalue, called 
the dominant eigenvalue of A [7], is denoted by &,,(A). 
Given an essentially nonnegative n-by-n real matrix A, our problem is 
to determine the minimum value of the dominant eigenvalue of the sum of 
A and a zero-trace real diagonal matrix, and to find all such minimizing 
perturbations. The problem is equivalent to that of maximizing the mini- 
mal eigenvalue of the sum of a Z-matrix (all off-diagonal elements are _< 0) 
and a zero-trace real diagonal matrix. 
Without further explicit statement, we assume that all matrices, vec- 
tors, and scalars are real. For any n, the n-vector with each entry equal 
to 1 is denoted by e. Given a vector u = [ui, ~2, . . , u,lT, the matrix 
diag(ui,uz,. . . , u,) is denoted by D,, and the sum of its entries can be 
written as eTu. 
Our goal is thus to determine p(A) = min{X,,,(A + Du) : eTu = 0}, 
and to find all u that achieve this minimum. We note, using the result of [4], 
that if A is n-by-n and complex, then the minimum of the spectral radius 
of A + D, as D ranges over complex diagonal matrices of trace zero, is just 
[(l/n) trace Al. If A is essentially nonnegative, then the restriction to real 
D makes a notable difference. If D is real, if A is n-by-n, essentially non- 
negative, and irreducible, and if n 2 2, we find that p(A) > (l/n) trace A. 
See the examples with n = 2 below and with diagonally symmetrizable 
matrices in Section 4. 
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When n = 2 direct computation shows that 
a11 + a22 
44 = 2 + VGZG, 
and that the unique vector for which this minimum is attained is u = 
[(-a1 + a,,)/% (a11 - a22>/21T. Thus in this case the minimizing matrix 
A + D, has equal diagonal entries. 
If A is n-by-n and symmetric, we find, using the Rayleigh-Ritz inequal- 
ity, that &,,,(A + DU) > (l/n)eT(A + DU)e = (l/n)eTAe for all u such 
that eTu = 0, and that p(A) = (l/n)eTAe, the average row sum (and 
average column sum) of A. The minimum is achieved uniquely by D, for 
lJ= 
so that the row sums of A + D, are all equal. 
To proceed further we need some more definitions. A matrix A is irre- 
ducible provided there does not exist a permutation matrix P such that 
PTAP= [ ;‘I ;;]], 
where AlI and A22 are square. An n-by-n matrix A is completely reducible 
provided there is a permutation matrix P such that PTAP is a direct sum 
of irreducible matrices. That is, PTAP = Al @ A2 @. . . @A,, where CJ 2 1 
and each A.j is irreducible. 
A matrix A is line-sum-symmetric provided that for each i = 1,2,. . . , n, 
the sum of the entries in the ith row of A is equal to the sum of the entries 
in the ith column of A; i.e., Ae = ATe. We will see that for a line- 
sum-symmetric A, p(A) is again (l/n)eTAe. This result generalizes the 
symmetric case considered above. 
If x is a positive vector, then 0;’ A D, is a diagonal similarity of 
A. If A is essentially nonnegative, then so is D;‘AD,, and the value of 
p(A) is not affected by a diagonal similarity. We are thus led to consider 
matrices that allow a line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity. Line-sum- 
symmetric diagonal similarities are treated extensively in [2], where they 
are called line-sum-symmetric similarity-scalings. The following theorem, 
with differing proofs, appears in both [6] and [2]. 
THEOREM I. Let A be an n-by-n nonnegative matrix. Then A has 
a line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity if and only if A is completely 
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reducible, and in this case, the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity is 
unique. Furthermore, if A is irreducible, the positive vector x such that 
D;lAD, is line-sum-symmetric is unique up to positive multiples. 
We point out that Theorem I also holds for A essentially nonnegative, 
since D;‘(A+ al)D, = D;lAD, + al. 
Section 2 presents the solution of the stated problem for the case that A 
is irreducible. Section 3 extends the results first to direct sums of irreducible 
matrices, and then to the general essentially nonnegative case using the 
Frobenius normal form. Section 3 continues with further observations, 
including a discussion of the relationship between eigenvectors and line- 
sum-symmetric diagonal similarities. For general A, we use the line-sum- 
symmetric diagonal similarity of A to described our solution. 
The vectors x producing line-sum symmetry in D,lAD, cannot be 
given explicitly in general. However, in Section 4 examples are given of 
certain classes of matrices for which such vectors x can be explicitly de- 
scribed. 
We remark that the dominant eigenvalue of A + D, as a function of 
unrestricted u has been shown (see e.g. [l]) to be a convex function of 
u. Two related problems which we mention but do not address here are 
the constrained minimization problem, in which A is assumed nonnegative 
(in place of essentially nonnegative) and A + D, is required to remain 
nonnegative, and the constrained maximization problem, in which “max” 
replaces “min” in the constrained minimization problem. In both cases the 
constraints are generally important. 
2. THE IRREDUCIBLE CASE 
A matrix A is doubly stochastic provided A is nonnegative and Ae = 
ATe = e. If A is a matrix and k a scalar, A is called line-sum-constantly 
k (or simply line-sum-constant) provided Ae = ATe = Ice. The given 
problem is resolved in the irreducible case by the following steps. We first 
show in Lemma 1 that if A is an irreducible, doubly stochastic matrix, then 
p(A) = min{X,,,(A + DU) : eTu = 0) = 1, and the minimum is achieved 
only by u = 0. This result is easily extended to irreducible, essentially 
nonnegative line-sum-constant matrices in Corollary 1. We then show in 
Theorem 1 that if B is the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of an 
irreducible essentially nonnegative matrix A, we have p(A) = (l/n)eTBe, 
and the minimum is achieved uniquely by u = p(A)e - Be. 
For n-vectors x and y, the Hadamard product of x and y is denoted by 
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x0 y; i.e., x o y is an n-vector, and (x o y)i = xiyi. 
For the proof of Lemma 1 we use the following theorem found in [3]. 
THEOREM II. Let P be an irreducible n-by-n nonnegative matrix with 
spectral radius p, and let u and u be positive vectors such that Pu = pu and 
PTu = pv. Then 
(a) max min e = p; and z>rJz>o,u>o Y 5 
TorJ=z 
(b) yTPx 2 vTPu whenever x > 0 and y > 0 satisfy soy = uov, and 
equality is attained if and only if x and u are linearly dependent. 
We note that the hypothesis of nonnegativity in Theorem II can be 
weakened to essential nonnegativity if we replace the spectral radius p of 
P by X,,,(P). Th’ is is because for essentially nonnegative A we have 
A = P + CYI with P nonnegative, and for any positive vectors x and y, 
yTAx =yTPz+a. 
yTx yTx 
LEMMA 1. Let A be an n-by-n irreducible doubly stochastic matrix. 
Then p(A) = 1, and the minimum is achieved only by u = 0. 
Proof Suppose u is an n-vector with eTu = 0. We have 
Now x 0 y = e implies yTD,x = 0 and yTx = n. Hence 
and by part (b) of Theorem II, this minimum is achieved when z = y = e; 
and so 
X,,,(A+DU)~~eTAe=l=X,,,(A+Do). 
TO show that 0 is the only minimizing vector, suppose eTu = 0 and 
&,,(A + Du) =- 1. L t e x > 0 be such that (A + DU)z = x, and let 
yyi = l/xi for i = 1,2,. . . , n. Then x o y = e, so yTx = n, yTD,x = 0, and 
yTAa: > eTAe = n, with equality if and only if x = ke for some scalar k. 
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Now n 5 yTAx = yT(A + DU)x = yT x - n, and so yTAx = n, and x = ke 
for some scalar k. Therefore (A + DU)e = e, and so ‘u. = D,e = e - Ae = 0. 
Hence p(A) = 1, and the minimum is achieved only by u = 0. n 
COROLLARY 1. If A is an n-b - y n irreducible essentially nonnegative 
matrix that is line-sum-constantly k, then p(A) = k, and the minimum is 
achieved only by u = 0. 
Proof. Let c be a scalar such that A + CI 2 0. Then A + cl is line- 
sum-constantly k + c, and [l/(k + c)](A + cI) is doubly stochastic. Hence 
P &(A+cI)) =1, ( 
and the minimum is achieved only by u = 0. The corollary follows. n 
We now determine b(A) and a unique vector that achieves this minimum 
for any irreducible essentially nonnegative matrix A for which we can find 
the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity. 
THEOREM 1. Let A be n-by-n, irreducible, and essentially nonnegative; 
let B be the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of A. Then p(A) = 
(l/n)eTBe, and the minimum is achieved only by u = p(A)e - Be. 
Proof. Let d = (l/n)eTB e, and z = de - Be. It is easy to see that 
B + D, is essentially nonnegative and line-sum-constantly d. Hence by 
Corollary 1, p(B + Dz) = d, and the minimum is achieved only by u = 0. 
It follows that p(B) = d, and that the minimum is achieved only by u = z. 
Now for some positive vector x and all n-vectors U, we have B + D, = 
D;lAD, + D, = D;‘(A + D,)D,. Thus p(A) = d = (l/n)eTBe, and the 
minimum is achieved only by u = z = p(A)e - Be. n 
For any irreducible essentially nonnegative matrix A, we denote by w(A) 
the unique vector I_L (A) e - Be which achieves the minimum, p(A). 
We say that an essentially nonnegative matrix A is dominant-root- 
minimal provided that /I (A) = X,, (A). It follows easily that AT is 
dominant-root-minimal if and only if A is. 
COROLLARY~. Let A be n-by-n, irreducible, and essentially nonnegati- 
ve, and let x and y be positive vectors satisfying Ax = X x and AT y = X 
y, where X = X,,, (A). The following are equivalent: 
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(1) v(A) = 0; 
(2) is dominant-root-minimal; 
(3) A is diagonally similar to a line-sum-constant matrix; 
(4) x o y = ke for some scalar k. 
Proot The equivalence of (1) and (2) is obvious. 
(1) is equivalent to p(A)e = B e, where B is the line-sum-symmetric 
diagonal similarity of A. Thus (1) is equivalent to BTe = Be = p(A)e, 
which is the statement that B is line-sum-constant, so (1) is equivalent 
to (3). 
Suppose (3), and let z > 0 be such that for some scalar p, D;‘AD,e = 
pe and (D;lAD,) Te = pe. Then AD,e = pD,e, so AZ = pz, and hence 
p = X. Letting w satisfy z o w = e, we have D,ATD;‘e = pe = Xe, 
so ATD,e = XD,e, and ATw = Xw. By the uniqueness of the positive 
eigenvectors of A and AT, we have x = tz and y = SW for some scalars t 
and s. Thus 5 o y = (ts)z o w = Ice. Hence (3) implies (4). 
Suppose (4), and let w = (l/k)y, so that w satisfies x 0 w = e. Then 
D;lAD,e = Xe and (D;lAD,)Te = D, AT 0;’ e = 0;’ AT D, e = 
X e, so that D;lAD, is line-sum-constant. Hence (4) implies (3), and the 
proof is complete. n 
The following fact is implicit in the foregoing proof. 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be n-by-n, irreducible, essentially nonnegative, 
and dominant-root-minimal, and let x be a positive n-vector. Then x is an 
eigenvector of A corresponding to its dominant eigenvalue if and only if 
D;IAD, is line-sum-symmetric. 
3. THE GENERAL ESSENTIALLY NONNEGATIVE CASE 
We first show that the result of Theorem 1 also holds when A is a 
direct sum of irreducible matrices. Note that if the matrix B is a direct sum 
B1@Bz&. .@B,, where Bi is ni-by-ni, then ri = (l/ni)eTBie is the average 
row sum of Bi, and the average row sum r = (l/n)eTBe of the matrix B 
can be expressed as r = (l/n) xi=‘=, niri, which is a weighted average of 
the ri’s. We have seen that in the irreducible case, p(A) is the average row 
sum of the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of A. Theorem 2 shows 
that when A is a direct sum Al @ AZ @ . . . @ A,, where Ai is ni-by-ni and 
irreducible, then p(A) is the weighted average (l/n) xi=, nip(Ai). 
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We generalize our notation p(A) in the following way. For an essentially 
nonnegative matrix A and a fixed scalar t, let p(A; t) = min{X,,,(A+D,) : 
eTu = t}, so that p(A) = ,u(A; 0). 
The following three lemmas support Theorem 2, which extends the 
solution of the problem to direct sums of irreducible matrices. 
LEMMAS. Let A be an n-by-n, essentially nonnegative matrix and let 
t be a scalar. Then p(A; t) = p(A) + t/n. Furthermore, i;f the minimum 
p(A) is achieved only by the vector u, with eTv = 0, then the minimum 
p(A; t) is achieved only by the vector Y + (t/n)e. 
Proof Let u be any vector, and let w = u - (t/n)e. Then eTw = 0 if 
and only if eTu = t, and so 
p(A; t) = min {&,,(A f DU) : eTu = t} 
A+.,,,+:,) :eTw=O} 
= p(A)+;. 
Since the minimum p(A; t) can be achieved for a vector u only when the 
minimum p(A) . IS achieved for the corresponding vector u - (t/n)e, the 
second statement follows. n 
LEMMA 3. Let A and B be essentially nonnegative matrices with A 
m-by-m and B n-by-n. Let 
Then min{max{p(A; t), p(B; -t)} : t E R} is achieved only by t = s, and 
furthermore, p(A; s) = l(B; -s). 
Proof The graphs of 
t --f p(A; t) = p(A) + 4. 
m 
and 
t --) p(B; 4) = p(B) - t 
are intersecting straight lines, so mint max -&A; t), p(B; -t)} occurs 
uniquely for t satisfying 1-1 (A) +(t/m) = p(B) -(t/n) (that is, for t = s), 
and we have p(A; s) = p(B; -s). W 
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LEMMA 4. Let A = Al @ AZ be essentially nonnegative. Suppose 
that for j = 1,2, Aj is nj-by-nj (not necessarily irreducible), and the 
minimum p( Aj) is achieved only by u = w(j). Let n = n1 + n2. Then 
P(A).= (lln)[nlp(Al) + nz~(Az)l, and the minimum is achieved only by 
u = z = [~(l)~,z(~)~]~, where z(j) E R”J is defined by 
z(j) = u(j) + [p(A) - p(Aj)]e, j = 1,2. 
Proof Suppose eTu = 0. Partition u as 
,(I) 
u= 
[ I ,GY ’ 
with u(l) E Rnl and UC’) E RnZ . 
Let c = (l/n)[nrp(Ar) + nsp(&)I, let s = (nrnzln)[~(Az) - 11(&)1, and 
let sr = eTucl), so that eTu(‘) = - sr. Now A+D, = (Al-t-D,v,)@(Az+ 
DUcz)), so using Lemmas 2 and 3, 
An,x(A + h) = 
> 
2 
= 
LIZ 
where 
max{X,,,(Al + Duu)), kax(A2 + ~,w)> 
m={pl(A1;sl),pL(A2; -sl)l 
m={p(A1;s),~L(-b; -s)l 
max{hx(A1 + Dvu)+(s/nl)e)r 
kax(A2 + %v+(s/nz)e)l 
max{k,x(A1 + Dv(‘)+[c-p(Al)]e), 
Anax(A2 + D,(n)+[c-,(A&)) 
knax(A + &I> 
Y= 
w(l) + [c - p(Al)]e 
d2) + [c - p(AZ)]e 
I 
’ 
(*) 
Hence, using Lemma 3 again, 
~(4 = &,,(A+ &) = maxMAr; s), A&; -a)) = ,~AI; s) 
= CL(AI) + ; = ;[“IIL(A~) + ~zcl(Az)l = c, 
and so p(A) is as claimed. Hence z = y, so z achieves the minimum, p(A), 
and only the uniqueness of z remains to be proved. 
Suppose, then, that eTu = 0 and X ,&A+&) = ~(4 = &,&AS-D,). 
Then both inequalities in (*) above must in fact be equalities. Equality 
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in the second inequality implies, using Lemma 3, that sr = s and that 
P(A,; s) = A&; -a). 
Thus X max(Ar + DUo)) 2 k&Al + ~vo)+(s/nl)e) = IL(AI; s), and 
hnax(A2 + Qp)) L km&42 + Q,(c(,/,,),) = 11(A2; -3) = PC&; 3). 
Since both inequalities in (*) are equalities, we have &,(A + Du) = 
max{X,,,(Al + Duw), Xmax(A2 + Dum)} = p(Al;s). It follows that 
kax(Ar + Duo)) = P(A,; s), so by the uniqueness property in Lemma 2 
and the uniqueness of w(l), we have u(l) = u(l) + [p(A) - p(Al)]e = z(l). 
Similarly, uc2) = .A’), and so u = z, and the uniqueness of z is established. 
n 
THEOREM 2. Let A = AI @ AZ @ . . @ A, with Aj nj-by-nj, es- 
sentially nonnegative and irreducible, and n = Cg=, nj. Then p(A) = 
(l/n) C&1 njp(Aj), and the minimum is achieved only by 
u = w = C z(l) TzZ(2) T . . . &)T T, 1 
where 
z(j) = v(Aj) + [p(A) - p(Aj)]e, j = 1,2 )‘..) q. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on q. The theorem is trivial for q = 1. 
Lemma 4 proves the theorem in case q = 2. We assume the theorem is true 
for q = k - 1 2 2, and write 
A= B@Ak, 
whereB=Al@Az@.. . @Ah_1 is (n - nk)-by-(n - nk). By the inductive 
assumption, 
and the minimum is achieved only by w = [w(l) ’ wc2) T . . w(~-~)~]~, 
where IO(~) = v(Aj) f [p(B) - p(Aj)]e, j = 1,2,. . . ,k - 1. Since Ak is 
irreducible, Theorem 1 says that p(Ak) is achieved only by w(Ak). Hence 
by Lemma 4, 
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and the minimum is achieved only by 
Y= 
y(l) 
[ 1 y(2) ’ 
where y(l) = w + [p(A) - p(B)] e and yc2) = w(Ak) + [p(A) - p(Ak)Je. An 
easy computation shows that y = z, so the theorem is true for q = k. This 
completes the proof. n 
We can now generalize Theorem 1 to a direct sum of irreducible matri- 
ces. 
COROLLARY 4. Let A = Al ~3 A2 $ . . . CB A, with Aj nj-by-nj, 
essentially nonnegative, and irreducible, and n = Cg,, nj. Let B be the 
line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of A. Then p(A) = (l/n)eTBe, 
and the minimum p(A) is achieved only by u = p(A)e - Be. 
Proof. Let 5 E IRn, 2 > 0, such that B = D;lAD,. Partition z as 
z = [5(1)T2(2)T...2(q)T]T, with&) E R”J. ThenB = B1@B2@...@+Bq, 
and Bj = D,t,A,D,(,, is line-sum-symmetric. By Theorem 1, p(Aj) = 
(l/nj)eTBje, and v(Aj) = p(Aj)e - Bje j = 1,2,. . . ,q. By Theorem 2, 
p(A) = A cnjp(Aj) = i cnj -$e’B,e = ieTBe, 
j=l J-=1 [ 1 3 
and the minimum p(A) is achieved only by v = [z(~)~.z(~)~ ...z(4jTlT, 
where z(j) = w(Aj) + [p(A) - p(Aj)] e = p(A)e - [p(Aj)e - v(Aj)] = 
p(A)e - Bje. Hence u = p(A)e - Be, and the corollary is established. n 
In view of the uniqueness of u in Corollary 4, we extend our use of the 
notation v(A) to the case where A is the direct sum of irreducible matrices 
by defining w(A) to be the p(A)e - Be of Corollary 4. 
We now examine the dominant-root-minimal property for a direct sum 
A of irreducible matrices and its diagonal blocks Aj. 
COROLLARY 5. Let A = Al@A2@. . .@A, be an essentially nonnegative 
direct sum of irreducible matrices. Then A is dominant-root-minimal if and 
only if Aj is dominant-root-minimal with p(Aj) = X,,,(Aj) = p(A) for 
j=1,2 )...) q. 
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Proof. Using the notation of Corollary 4, we have A dominant-root- 
minimai if and only if w(A) = 0. But this is equivalent to v(Aj) = [p(Aj) - 
p(A)]e for j = 1,2,. . . , q. Since eTv(Aj) = 0, this is equivalent to w(Aj) = 0 
and p(Aj) = p(A) for j = 1,2,. . . , q, which establishes the corollary. H 
To extend to the general essentially nonnegative case, we proceed as 
follows. If A is an n-by-n essentially nonnegative matrix, there is a permu- 
tation matrix P such that PTAP is in Frobenius normal form; i.e. 
1 0 0 0 ... A,, 1 
with Ajj square and irreducible. Since the eigenvalues of a matrix in Frobe- 
nius normal form are not affected by the entries in the off-diagonal blocks, 
welet A0 =A11@A22@...@Aqq, a direct sum of essentially nonnegative 
irreducible matrices Ajj. Then, for each n-vector u such that eTu = 0, we 
have X max(A~ + DU) = X,,,(PTAP + D,), so that p(Ao) = p(PTAP), 
and the minimum, both for PTAP and for Ao, is achieved only by v(Ao). 
By Theorem I, A has a line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity if and 
only if A is completely reducible. In the notation above, this means that 
A0 = PTAP. Note that if P is a permutation matrix, then p(A) = 
p(PTAP), and for any vector w, DpW = PD,PT. It follows that if 
p(PTAP) is achieved by the vector u, then p(A) is achieved by the vec- 
tor Pv, and that D,l(PTAP)D, is line-sum-symmetric if and only if 
D,iADp, is line-sum-symmetric. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be an n-by-n essentially nonnegative matrix, and 
suppose that P is a permutation matrix such that PTAP is in Frobe- 
nius normal form. Let A0 be the direct sum of irreducible matrices that 
is obtained from PTAP by replacing all entries in off-diagonal blocks with 
O’s, and let B be the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of Ao. Then 
p(A) = p(Ao) = (l/n)eTBe, and p(A) = min{X,,,(A + DU) : eTu = 0) is 
achieved only by u = v = P[p(A)e - Be]. 
Proof. The theorem follows easily from Corollary 4 and Lemma 5. n 
In view of the uniqueness of the minimizing w in Theorem 3, we extend 
our use of the notation v(A) to the general essentially nonnegative case by 
defining v(A) to be the n of Theorem 3. 
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In [2] the vectors x that produce line-sum symmetry in D;lAD, are 
characterized as the vectors that minimize f(x) = Cr=, Cj”=, xi’aijxj 
over the set of positive vectors. We show here that the minimum value of 
f is r+(A). 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose A is n-by-n, essentially nonnegative, and com- 
pletely reducible. Then min {crZ”=, c,“=, xX:’ aij ~j : x > 0 } = np (A). 
Proof. Let z > 0 be a vector achieving the stated minimum. By the 
characterization given in [a], B = 0;’ A D, is line-sum-symmetric. In the 
notation of Theorem 3, A = Ab, since A is completely reducible. Hence 
by that theorem, r+(A) = eTBe = EYE”=, I,“=, z~‘azjzJ, which is the 
minimum. n 
The following corollary follows easily from Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 7. In the notation of Theorem 3, 2f A is essentially non- 
negative, then A is dominant root minimal Zf and only if the line-sum- 
symmetric diagonal similarity of A0 is line-sum-constant. If in addition A 
is completely reducible, then A is dominant-root-minimal if and only if the 
line-sun-symmetric diagonal similarity of A is line-sum-constant. 
The following theorem generalizes Corollaries 2 and 3. It relates domin- 
ant-root minimality of A to eigenvectors of A and of AT, and to diagonal 
matrices providing the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity of A. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be n-by-n, essentially nonnegative, and completely 
reducible, and let X = X,,, (A). Suppose x and y are positive n-vectors 
with x o y = e. Each two of the following four statements imply the other 
two: 
(1) A is dominant-root-minimal. 
(2) An: = Xx. 
(3) ATy = Xy. 
(4) D,lAD, is line-sum-symmetric. 
Proof. (1) and (2) imply (3): S’ mce A is dominant-root-minimal, B = 
D;lAD, is line-sum-constantly A, so BT e = Be = X e. Hence D, AT 
D;l e = X e, so AT D,e = X D;l e and AT y = X y. 
(1) and (3) imply (2): This follows from the facts that (1) and (2) imply 
(3), and (1) implies that AT is dominant-root-minimal. 
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(1) and (4) imply (2): This follows from Corollary 3 in the case that A 
is irreducible, and in the more general case we may apply Corollary 5 and 
Lemma 5 to obtain the result. 
(2) and (3) imply (4): Let B = D,lAD,. Then Be = Xe and BTe = 
D;‘ATD, = Xe. Hence B is line-sum-constant, and so (4) holds. 
(2) and (4) imply (1): Let B = 0;’ AD,. Then Be = Xe, and since 
B is line-sum-symmetric, B is line-sum-constant, so by Corollary 7, A is 
dominant-root-minimal. 
(3) and (4) imply (1): Since the transpose of a line-sum-symmetric ma- 
trix is line-sum-symmetric, (4) implies that D;lA*D, is line-sum-symme- 
tric. This, together with (3), implies that AT is dominant-root-minimal 
[since (2) and (4) imply (l)], and so A is dominant-root-minimal. 
The remaining implications all follow easily by changing implications 
already established. For example, (1) and (2) imply (4) because (1) and 
(2) imply (3), and (2) and (3) imply (4). # 
Theorem 4 provides the following solution to the line-sum-symmetry 
problem for a completely reducible matrix A provided w(A) is known. 
COROLLARY~. If A is essentially nonnegative and completely reducible, 
and x > 0 is an eigenuector corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue of 
A + Dv(~), then 0;’ A D, is line-sum-symmetric. 
Proof. A + D,,(A) is dominant-root-minimal, so 0;’ (A + D,,(A)) D, is 
line-sum-symmetric. Hence D,lAD, is line-sum-symmetric. n 
4. EXAMPLES 
We present below classes of matrices for which we can, either explicitly 
or in some other way, identify the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity 
and therefore can minimize the dominant eigenvalue. These classes are, in 
most cases, defined by combinatorial properties embodied in the directed 
graph (digraph) of the matrix. For an n-by-n matrix A, the digraph of A is 
the directed graph G with n vertices numbered from 1 to n and, for i # j, 
a directed edge from vertex i to vertex j if and only if aij # 0. We ignore 
the diagonal entries of A in constructing G. 
The combinatorial properties of G are independent of the labeling of 
the vertices. A relabeling of the vertices of G produces the digraph of a 
matrix of the form PTAP for a permutation matrix P determined by the 
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relabeling. The discussion preceding Theorem 3 allows us to keep track of 
the diagonal matrix that produces line-sum symmetry as we relabel vertices 
of G. 
We first show that if G has a strong cutpoint, then the line-sum- 
symmetric diagonal similarity of A can be constructed from the line-sum- 
symmetric diagonal similarities of principal submatrices of A. A strong 
cutpoint of G is a vertex Ic of G such that the remaining vertices of G 
can be partitioned into two nonempty sets with no edge in either direction 
between the sets. Suppose G is the digraph of a matrix A, and suppose 
G has a strong cutpoint at vertex k. By relabeling if necessary, we may 
assume that 1 < k < n, and that there are no edges joining vertices in 
{1,2,. . , k - 1) to those in {k + 1,. . . , n}. Then 
A= 
a11 ... Ul,k-1 alk 0 . . . 0 
ak-1,l “. ak-l,k-1 ak-l,k 0 . . . 0 
C&l ... ak,k-1 akk ak,k+l ‘.. akn 
0 . . . 0 ak+l,k ak+l,k+l ’ ‘. ak+l,n 
0 . . . 0 ank an,k+l .” arm 
.(**I 
THEOREM 5. Suppose the essentially nonnegative matrix A is given by 
(**), so that the digraph G of A has a strong cutpoint at 5. Let A(l) be the 
principal submatrix of A contained in rows 1 through k, and AC21 the prin- 
cipal submatrix of A contained in rows k through n. Let y(l) be a positive 
k-vector and yc2) a positive (n - k + l)-vector such that Dy(i,A(‘)D,c~j and 
D,:, Ac2) DV(z) are line-sum-symmetric. Define the positive n-vector x by 
y!l) 
2 7 llilk, 
x, = where 
Y:) 
cyj:!k+l, k<i<n, 
c=yr2). 
(Note that the two definitions of zk agree.) Then D;lAD, is line-sum- 
symmetric. 
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ProoJ Let 
[ 
a+l,k+l . . 
c(2) = : 
. 
%,lc+1 ‘.. 
F = i,l,m1%;], and G=[X ! I 1 uzr]. 
Then 
Since the first k - 1 rows of F are 0, the first k - 1 rows of Di(:, FD,p, 
are 0. Similarly, the first k - 1 columns of Di&GDy(l) are 0. Hence, for 
1 5 i < k, the ith row sum and ith column sum of D;lAD, agree with the 
corresponding sums of D,(:, A(l)D,(l,, and hence are equal. In a similar 
manner, using partitions of A and D, of the forms 
respectively, with z(r) = 1 yy ypT 
TT 
.&!, , 1 and noticing that Dc;J’(2, 
Ac2) Dcy(q is line-sum-symmetric, it can be shown that the ith row sum 
and the ith column sum of D;lAD, are equal for k < i < n. Since the ith 
row sum and column sum are equal for all i # k, the equality for i = k is 
forced, and thus D;lAD, is line-sum-symmetric. n 
We next present classes of essentially nonnegative matrices for which the 
line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity can be written explicitly in terms 
of the entries in the matrix. 
A nonnegative n-by-n matrix A is diagonally symmetrizable if it is sim- 
ilar to a symmetric matrix via a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal 
entries. See [B] for a summary of conditions equivalent to diagonal sym- 
metrizability. One such condition is that A be cycle-balanced; that is, 
aij = 0 if and only if aji = 0, and for each cycle in G of length 2 3, the 
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product of the entries corresponding to the edges of the cycle equals the 
product of the entries corresponding to the edges of the reverse of the cycle. 
See also [9, Theorem 31. Note that if A is combinatorially symmetric (i.e., 
a,j = 0 ++ aji = 0) and its undirected graph is a tree, then the directed 
graph of A has no cycles of length greater than 2, so A is diagonally sym- 
metrizable. We notice that if A is combinatorially symmetric and some 
vertex of G, say vertex Ic, is adjacent to each other vertex of G (i.e., some 
row of A is nonzero except possibly on the diagonal), then A has balanced 
cycles if and only if all cycles in G of length 3 that pass through vertex Ic 
are balanced. This observation has, to our knowledge, escaped notice in 
the literature, but its proof is straightforward if one first considers cycles 
which do not contain the vertex Ic. 
If A > 0 is known to be diagonally symmetrizable, then the symmetric 
diagonal similarity of A can easily be computed without determining the 
positive vector x for which B = D;lAD, is symmetric. In fact, since 
bfi = biibii = aijzjajizi =aiiaii, 
Xi Xj 
we have bij = dm, so that we may write B = (A o AT)(1/2), where 
o denotes the Hadamard (entrywise) product, and the parentheses in the 
exponent imply the Hadamard square root (see [7]). Once B is determined, 
p(A) and v(A) can be computed using Theorem 1, Corollary 4, or Theorem 
3. For p(A) we obtain 
p(A) = i trace A + f c dw. 
z<j 
If the vector x is desired, it can then be computed as the dominant eigen- 
vector of A + Dv(~), according to Theorem 4. 
Note that the nonnegative 2-by-2 case described in the introduction is 
diagonally symmetrizable. Examples i and ii below are combinatorially 
symmetric with undirected graph a tree, and hence are diagonally sym- 
metrizable. 
EXAMPLE i. A = [aii] is an essentially nonnegative n-by-n star. G 
consists of vertices 1 to n and edges of the form (1, Ic) and (Ic, 1) for Ic = 
2,3, , n. The vector 
produces a symmetric D;lAD,. 
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EXAMPLE ii. A is an essentially nonnegative n-by-n tridiagonal ma- 
trix. G consists of vertices 1 to n and edges of the form (i, i + 1) and 
(i + 1,i) for 15 i 5 n - 1. The vector z with 
produces a symmetric D;‘AD, 
Examples iii and iv are not diagonally symmetrizable, but the line- 
sum-symmetric diagonal similarity can be computed in a straightforward 
manner. 
EXAMPLE iii. A is an essentially nonnegative n-by-n cycle matrix 
[2]. Let {ir,iz,. . . , in} be a permutation of {1,2,. . . , n} and let in+1 = il. 
Suppose A = [aij] with ~i~i,+~ > 0 for 1 5 j < n, and a,j = 0 otherwise. 
Letting Q = ny=, ai,ij+l ( > 
l/n 
, J: is given by 
xi1 = 1 and 
&l 
Xi7 = for j =2,...,n. 
ailizaiz23 . . az,_lz.. I 
Then B = D;lAD, has the same zero-nonzero pattern as A, and all 
nonzero entries are (Y. Hence B is line-sum-constant, so p(A) = (Y and 
v(A) = 0. Thus a cycle matrix is dominant-root-minimal. 
EXAMPLE iv. A is an essentially nonnegative matrix whose digraph 
consists of two k-cycles with a single common edge. The equations de- 
scribing line-sum symmetry in D, -I AD, can be solved explicitly for x. We 
illustrate with G consisting of two 3-cycles which shares the edge from 
vertex 3 to vertex 2. Then 
A= 
0 0 a13 0 
a21 0 0 a24 
0 a32 0 0 
0 0 a43 0 I , 
with displayed entries positive. For this example 
a32 > 
2/3 
with c = 
~~+~~ 
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Then QIAD, is line-sum-symmetric, so p(A) and v(A) may be com- 
puted from Theorem 1. 
We now present two examples of matrices for which, by calculating 
0; ‘AD,, the line-sum-symmetric diagonal similarity can be found in terms 
of solutions of polynomial equations, so that Theorem 1 will provide p(A) 
and v(A). 
EXAMPLE v. A is the general essentially nonnegative irreducible 3- 
by-3 matrix. Define p(z) = csz6 + cgz5 + cqz4 + csz3 + c2z2 + clz + CQ, 
where 
cg= 
c5 = 
c4 = 
c3 = 
c2 = 
Cl = 
co = 
U1243U23, 
Uf3(U2lUl2 + U32U23) - Uf2Ui3, 
Ul3(U2lU32U13) - 2Ul3(U31UlzU23), 
2U12U21U23U32 - 2Ul3U31 (U12U21 + U23U32), 
U3l(Ul2U23U31) - 2U31(UzlU32U13), 
Ugl(U21U12 + U32U23) - U&322, 
U2lUilU32. 
Then there is a positive solution s of p(z) = 0 such that, for 
U23S2 + U2lS 
l/2 
r= 
> U12s +U32 ’ 
the vector 5 = [l, r, slT provides a line-sum-symmetric D;lAD,. 
To see this, let z = [l, r, slT > 0, and equate the second row and column 
sums of D;lAD, to obtain the formula for r in terms of s. Then equate 
the third row and column sums and replace r with the expression in s. The 
ensuing simplification results in p(s) = 0. 
EXAMPLE vi. A is a special n-by-n, essentially nonnegative, Toeplitz- 
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like matrix. Let 
a11 b 0 . . . . 0 d 
C a22 b 0 l l . . 0 
0 c a33 b 0 l l . 0 
. . 0 . . . . . 
A=. l l 0.0 . . . 
. . 0 . . . . . . 
0 l l l 0 c an-2,n_2 b 0 
o**o 0 C an-l,+1 b 
_ e 0 . . . . 0 C arm 
with each of b, c, d and e positive, so that G is a double n-cycle. By straight- 
forward calculation, as in Example v, D;‘AD, is line-sum-symmetric if 
2 = [l,r,? )...) rn-l]T, where r is the positive root of dz2n-2 + bz” - 
CZ~-~ - e = 0. 
Finally, we illustrate the use of Theorem 5 with an example combining 
a cycle matrix with a star. 
EXAMPLE vii. Let 
0 a12 0 0 0 
0 0 a23 0 0 
A = a31 0 0 a34 a35 
0 0 a43 a44 0 
0 0 a53 0 a55 
with displayed entries positive. Vertex 3 of G is a strong cutpoint. Let 
A(l) be the principal submatrix of A contained in rows 1, 2, and 3, and 
let AC21 be the principal submatrix in rows 3, 4, and 5. Then y(l)’ is found 
from Example iii, and y c2) from Example i. We obtain 
z = 1 (a23a31)1/3 I1 
213 
T 
a31 
2/3 l/2 
a31 a43 
2/3 l/2 
a31 a53 
213 
a12 ’ (a12a23Y3 ’ (a12a23)1/3ai{2 ' (a12a23)1/3aii2 1 ’ 
and 
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0 @YZZZZ 0 0 0 
0 0 qm 0 0 
= q- 0 0 $%ZZ 0 
0 0 $%X-4 a44 &zzi 
0 0 0 &G-zG a55 
is line-sum-symmetric. 
Note added in proof: Alternative proofs of Lemma 1 have been communi- 
cated to us by R. B. Bapat, by L. Elsner, and by H. Schneider; the last 
proof uses Lemma 2.2 of [5]. 
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